Irrigation agriculture is of a major socio-economic importance for the Central Asian countries Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Main aspects to be considered refer to remote agricultural areas, the lack of harmonized agricultural statistics and the necessity of intensification of agriculture combined with water scarcity as well as unsustainable water use management. Monitoring of agricultural land and water use also aims to develop a scientifically sound database for this region and can thus support a sustainable and effective irrigation management. The integrated use of Remote Sensing and web GIS is a very valuable technique for crop monitoring. Thus, within the frame of the Regional Research Network “Central Asian Water” project (CAWAs), a web-based mapping platform, the “Water Use Efficiency Monitor in Central Asia” (WUEMoCA), is developed. In this study, we focus on the retrospective land use classification of the Aral Sea Basin (ASB) for the years 2000-2016. We utilize MODIS data and present a machine learning framework for the unsupervised extraction of NDVI crop signatures which are fed into a supervised classifier based on Gradient Boosting, Random Forest and Support Vector Machines. The overall accuracy score is 76%. The classification results are further ingested into the web GIS backend system based on PostGIS spatial database and GeoServer technology. Resulting land use classification is then visualized on a client-based web mapping platform.

Study area and data

The study area covers the irrigation zones in the Aral Sea Basin (ASB) within the Central Asian countries. MOD09Q1 surface reflectance data from the MODIS Terra platform was obtained and annual NDVI time series stacks with 30-day intervals (from March to October) were created for the observation period from 2000 to 2016.

Methodology

The land use classification framework is based on the extraction of training samples from unsupervised k-means clustering. The optimum number of k is determined through a Silhouette analysis which measures the mean intra-cluster distance. A subset of the clusters which correspond to the target land use classes is selected based on in-situ data and the temporal NDVI signatures. They are fed as training samples into a Voting classifier based on Gradient Boosting, Random Forest and Linear SVM, each one of them handling bias and variance of the dataset differently. In soft voting, the class labels are predicted based on the probability P for each classifier of the ensemble. Pixels with P lower than 40% are classified as “other”. This pre-trained model from a six-year span of 2010-2016 is applied on all MODIS data stacks for the entire observation period.

Challenges and Advantages of Copernicus program

Challenges

- Transferability of models for land use classification, yield estimation and calculation of actual evapotranspiration from MODIS to Sentinel-3 data
- Lower spatial resolution of 300m GSD might increase spatial uncertainty
- Transition from MODIS to Sentinel-3 to ensure data and project continuity
- Large swaths and high temporal resolution requires Big Data handling

Advantages

- Spectral similarity of NIR bands 841-876nm (MODIS) vs. 845-885nm (Sentinel-3) supports model transferability
- 21 spectral bands in 300m resolution (Sentinel-3) vs. 2 spectral bands in 250m resolution (MODIS) may improve spectral and temporal separation of large time series
- Faster provision of near-real time data through Copernicus data hub
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